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The Alana Chronicles 2 2020-11-05
stories and poems from the vastness of my imagination stories
that can twist your mind and poems that will make you wonder
what poems really are about from odd poems to cliffhangers that
will leave you wanting more

The Immortal Chronicles, Vol 1 - 5
2015-10-13
adam has a lot of stories to tell which is fair given he s been alive
for over sixty thousand years all of the stories are interesting
many involve alcohol and five are collected for the first time in the
immortal chronicles the books in this collection take adam from
the barbary coast of the 1500 s to england at the turn of the 19th
century vienna of 1815 chicago in the 1930 s and 1950 s new york
he spends time with pirates and assassins a succubus a shape
shifting monster a madman who can see the future and santa
claus the immortal chronicles is an ongoing series of novellas from
adam the star narrator of the immortal novel trilogy immortal
hellenic immortal and immortal at the edge of the world collected
here for the first time immortal at sea hard boiled immortal
immortal and the madman yuletide immortal and regency
immortal catch up with adam now

Sovereignty (The ArcKnight Wolf Pack
Chronicles #2) 2017-01-10
this includes previously titled book 3 enmity book 4 sovereign now
combined into one novel in the city of temple only the most
cunning supernaturals survive at odds for years the arcknight and
marktier wolf shifter packs of temple must work together against a
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new threat before all is lost and everything they ve built falls to
ruin

Circadian Circle 2018-05-18
if saving the world meant descending into darkness would you still
do it in this gripping action packed conclusion to the gray tower
trilogy vampiric warlocks are the least of isabella george s troubles
the gray tower is broken and dark forces gather promising
destruction to those who stand on the side of justice however
isabella s powers could prove more a curse than a blessing as she
s thrust to the forefront of an epic war between taming a
rampaging black dragon resisting demonic corruption and finally
facing octavian her greatest battle lies within one path one final
decision that will never leave the world the same reading order of
the gray tower trilogy the tower s alchemist book 1 dark rift book 2
circadian circle book 3

The Gray Tower Trilogy 2017-12-06
the world already suffers a bitter taste of hell on earth in a world
war ii where nazi warlocks battle with gray tower wizards in the
streets of europe and in the shadows the gray tower in its quest to
stabilize a world that hangs on a delicate balance has issued an
order kill the drifter isabella george an alchemist trained by the
tower knows the identity of the drifter and refuses to go through
with it because it hits too close to home instead of executing the
drifter she protects the time wizard at all costs and ensures that
the power to control time never falls into the wrong hands she sets
out to lift the severe decree of the gray tower and prove to the
master wizards that the drifter is the only way to win the war as
isabella unmasks traitors and embraces unlikely allies her greatest
danger may lie in her own heart from the brutal desire for revenge
to the crushing guilt she carries and the dangerous passion she
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tries to deny when she s with one man in particular as she
attempts to sort things out both in her heart and head and not mix
up the two a figure from her past comes along and makes an
enticing offer to solve all her problems the only payment required
is her soul i really think you should purchase this book and the first
they re wonderful examples of modern literature and anybody into
fiction fantasy is in for a wonderful ride datbookreviews reading
order of the gray tower trilogy the tower s alchemist book 1 dark
rift book 2 circadian circle book 3

Dark Rift 2018-05-18
the empire is crippled a new era has begun the secret is out and
school is in session guarded night and day by the newly orphaned
empire hunter faces the overwhelming reality of his new life as la
guardaspaeldas the host of the source the creature whose very
blood feeds the perpetual youth of all immortals after living in the
isolation of the rocky mountains hunter must now travel south to a
remote island off the western coast of the united states there he
will train with the chosen the best brightest and newest members
of the vampyre world but time becomes an enemy as hunter races
to catch the thief who stole his mother s only key to survival and
expose victor s conspiracy to create a secret vampyre army the
curtains have been thrown wide open but everyone has secrets all
that hunter needs to do now is keep his eyes wide open and take
the next step that will ultimately shape the fate of the empire and
the rest of the world

Legion of Darkness: The Hunter Everett
Chronicles II 2013-09
british intelligence wants her spying skills a vampiric warlock
wants to steal her powers the master wizards who trained her
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want her dead nazis have unleashed occult forces throughout
europe and the allies are forced to recruit wizards to counter their
attacks among them is battle weary spy isabella george a gray
tower dropout trained in alchemy longing for retirement and a life
of peace she accepts one final job extract a deadly warlock from
nazi occupied france and prevent him from unleashing an
alchemical weapon that will devour the continent but france is
crawling with the cruenti vampiric warlocks who feed off other
wizards when things don t go according to plan one cruenti sets
his deadly eyes on her plans within plans plots versus counter
plots heists gone wrong vatican wizards and the greatest
manipulation of history that has ever been seen is just a taste of
what isabella george is in for in her final mission readers who
enjoy ilona andrews jim butcher and great fantasy mashups will
devour this urban fantasy series that has been described as agent
carter meets hellboy reading order of the gray tower trilogy the
tower s alchemist book 1 dark rift book 2 circadian circle book 3

The Tower's Alchemist 2018-05-18
read the king james bible together with the concise devotional
study notes of matthew henry this edition has some unique
features complete study bible containing the bible text revised kjv
as well as matthew henry s devotional study notes bible text and
devotional notes are fully integrated you can read the bible text
and notes without the need to jump back and forth to different
locations no need to switch between bible and commentary you
find bible text and matthew henry notes close to each other
clearly distinguished from each other by typeface and background
contains revised king james version bible text pericope titles and
devotional study notes easy and quick navigation to every book
chapter and pericope optimised in design as well as readability
clear distinction between bible text and commentary published by
importantia publishing a specialised bible publisher with
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experience in electronic publishing since 1992 text of both the
bible as well as matthew henry devotional study notes are fully
proofed much time research and experience is invested to develop
this matthew henry study bible this is not simply a text taken from
an unproved source and quickly converted to an ebook this is the
fruit of a well thought project undertaken by a bible publisher with
the mission to publish quality ebook editions of the matthew henry
study bible the revision of the king james version by noah webster
contains a more familiar language than the original king james
version without tampering with the meaning of the original hebrew
and greek

Matthew Henry Study Bible - Revised
King James Version 2018-01-11
i knew she was bad news the minute she walked into the bar she
was a redhead i always had a thing for redheads one in particular
actually she was dead but that didn t mean i wasn t holding my
breath for a second or two every time i saw another girl with red
hair this one was very much alive and once she walked in she was
also the life of the room men i d been serving drinks to for years
who smiled so little if you told me they had no teeth i would ve
believed it lit up like a kid meeting the world s cutest bunny the
girl s name was lucy and she was there to see a buddy of mine
who we ll call al that wasn t his name but al turned out to be kind
of important and this story is kind of embarrassing for him so even
though he s not around any more let s stick with al the redhead
was either going to get him killed or she was going to get me killed
i could tell right away call it gut instinct if you want but i m alive
today because i know what bad news looks like as soon as i see it
also she was a succubus adam the immortal the year was 1942
there was a war on and adam was having a lot of trouble avoiding
the attention of some important people the kind of people with
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guns and ways to make a fella disappear he was caught
somewhere between the mob and the government and the only
way out involved a red haired dame he was pretty sure he couldn t
trust in hard boiled immortal the second adventure in the immortal
chronicles adam has to figure out how to survive wartime from the
quiet corner of a bar in chicago if he can

Hard-Boiled Immortal 2014-06-07
anna was beautiful and smart and just the right kind of dangerous
to get me killed which was often what i looked for in a woman to
be entirely honest the interesting ones are somehow almost
always the ones who come with life threatening risk on the side it
keeps my life exciting and might also explain why i have trust
issues adam the immortal adam has accidentally stumbled upon
an important period in history vienna in 1814 mostly he d just like
to continue to enjoy the local pubs but that becomes impossible
when he meets anna an intriguing woman with an unreasonable
number of secrets and sharp objects anna is hunting down a man
who isn t exactly a man and if adam doesn t help her all of europe
will suffer if adam does help the cost may be his own life it s not a
fantastic set of options also he s probably fallen in love with her
which just complicates everything

Regency Immortal 2015-03-03
from the bestselling author of the spaceship next door very
occasionally i will pop up in the historical record most of the time i
m not at all easy to spot because most of the time i m just a guy
who does a thing and then disappears again into the background
behind someone or other who s busy doing something much more
important but there are a couple of rare occasions when i get a
starring role adam the immortal an oracle has predicted the
sojourner s end which is a problem for adam insofar as he has
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never encountered an oracular prediction that didn t come true
and he is the sojourner to survive he s going to have to figure out
what a beautiful ex government analyst an eco terrorist a rogue
fbi agent and the world s oldest religious cult all want with him and
fast and all he wanted when he came to vegas was to forget about
a girl and maybe have a drink or two i am probably not the best
source when it comes to who invented what for a long time i
thought i invented the wheel adam the immortal the second book
in the immortal series hellenic immortal follows the continuing
adventures of adam a sixty thousand year old man with a wry
sense of humor a flair for storytelling and a knack for staying alive
hellenic immortal is a clever blend of history mythology sci fi
fantasy adventure mystery and romance a little something in
other words for every reader

Hellenic Immortal 2012-05-12
christmas comes but once a year adam wants another beer the
first time i met santa was in a bar i was occupying a barstool in the
village in lower manhattan at the time it was december of course
one does not meet santa in august and the year was 1955 it was
really santa too and by that i mean it was an overweight
gentleman with a long grey white beard a dark red suit with white
trim wire framed glasses and a balding head his cheeks were rosy
either from the cold or the exertion of hoisting himself up on the
barstool he was not particularly tall what s the rumpus santa
asked when he s in a funk adam the immortal man mostly just
wants a place to drink and the occasional drinking buddy when
that buddy turns out to be santa claus adam is forced to face one
of the biggest challenges of extremely long life christmas cheer
will santa break him out of his bad mood or will he be responsible
for depressing the most positive man on the planet
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Yuletide Immortal 2014-12-02
from the pages of the immortal book series it s eve if your next
question is what could that possibly make me if i m not an angel or
a god the answer is the same as what i said before many have
considered me a god and probably a few have thought of me as an
angel i m neither if those positions are defined by any kind of
supernormal magical power true magic of that kind doesn t exist
but i can do things that may appear magic to someone slightly
more tethered to their mortality i m a woman and that s all what
may make me different from the next woman is that it s possible i
m the very first one for most of humankind the woman calling
herself eve has been nothing more than a shock of red hair
glimpsed out of the corner of the eye in a crowd or from a great
distance she s been worshipped feared and hunted but perhaps
never understood now she s trying to reconnect with the world and
finding that more challenging than anticipated can the oldest
human on earth rediscover her own humanity or will she decide
the world isn t worth it

Immortal Stories: Eve 2018-11-27
if you ve been around for long enough you re bound to experience
a few unpleasant things fires earthquakes avalanches volcanoes
sometimes all on the same afternoon boats i can tell you from first
hand experience sink a lot sometimes it s because whoever made
the boat for you made a crappy boat maybe you made a crappy
boat there is also the occasional psychotically malevolent storm
that doesn t care how well designed your boat is when you
encounter something like that and the thing you were relying upon
to keep you alive ends up sinking you really want to know you re
not too far from the safety of solid ground oh and here s another
thing to worry about when you re in a boat sea serpents adam the
immortal adam s adventures on the high seas have taken him
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from the mediterranean to the barbary coast and if there s one
thing he learned it s that maybe the sea is trying to tell him to stay
on dry land in immortal at sea the first adventure in the immortal
chronicles adam talks about what it took to make it back to shore
safely and why it s a bad idea to sail on a gilded ship

Immortal at Sea 2014-08-03
not all of adam s stories have happy endings paris is romantic and
quests are cool but the threat of a global pandemic kind of sours
the whole thing the good news was if all life on earth were felled
by a plague it looked like this one could take me out too it d be
pretty lonely otherwise adam the immortal when adam decides to
leave the safety of the island it s for a good reason eve the only
other immortal on the planet appears to be dying and nobody
seems to understand why but when adam with his extremely
capable girlfriend mirella tries to retrace eve s steps he discovers
a world that s a whole lot deadlier than he remembered adam is
supposed to be dead he went through a lot of trouble to fake that
death but now that he s back it s clear someone remains
unconvinced that wouldn t be so terrible except that whoever it is
they have a great deal of influence and an abiding interest in
ensuring that his death sticks this time around adam and mirella
will have to figure out how to travel halfway across the world in
secret with almost no resources or friends the good news is adam
solved the travel problem a thousand years earlier the bad news is
one of his oldest assumptions will turn out to be untrue immortal
from hell is the darkest entry in the immortal series

Immortal From Hell 2016-12-13
i m sorry i startled you last evening he said i get confused it s
worse at the end of the day that s all right i said he was reacting to
my words before they came out of my mouth nodding affirmation i
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decided to stick to simple declarative sentences for the moment
confused how you see the future he shifted in his chair i
experience the future that was different whose future you can
predict like a prophet all futures within my senses i see them all at
once and i can t stop it your words my words they echo forward
everything happens and will happen and is happening on a nice
quiet trip to the english countryside to cope with the likelihood
that he has gone a little insane adam meets a man who definitely
has the madman s name is john corrigan and he is convinced he s
going to die soon he may be right because there s trouble coming
and unless adam can get his own head together in time they may
die together

Immortal and the Madman 2014-10-01
from the best selling author of the spaceship next door what i was
currently doing with my time and money didn t really deserve
anyone else s attention if i was feeling romantic about it i d call it a
quest but all i was really doing was trying to answer a question i d
been ignoring for a thousand years in his very long life adam had
encountered only one person who seemed to share his longevity
the mysterious red haired woman she appeared throughout
history usually from a distance nearly always vanishing before he
could speak to her in his last encounter she actually did vanish
into thin air right in front of him the question was how did she do it
to answer adam will have to complete a quest he gave up on a
thousand years earlier for an object that may no longer exist if he
can find it he might be able to do what the red haired woman did
and if he can do that maybe he can find her again and ask her who
she is and why she seems to hate him you are being watched
move your loved ones to safety trust nobody but adam isn t the
only one who wants the red haired woman there are other forces
at work and after a warning from one of the few men he trusts
adam realizes how much danger everyone is in to save his friends
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and finish his quest he may be forced to bankrupt himself call in
every favor he can and ultimately trade the one thing he d never
been able to give up before his life from the author of immortal
and hellenic immortal comes immortal at the edge of the world the
breathtaking conclusion to the best selling trilogy will adam
survive

Immortal and the Island of Impossible
Things 2018-05-18
false religions abound in the us and beyond and christians need
information they can trust since the 1960s the kingdom of the
cults has been a trustworthy well researched resource on this topic
for pastors lay leaders and other christians the kingdom of the
cults handbook takes that same reliable information and pares it
down into a more concise and simplified format it s perfect for
everyone from christian teachers and ministry leaders to those
who just want to better understand the religion of their neighbors
covering everything from established religions like islam and
buddhism to shifting trends in mormonism scientology and wicca
this book will answer your questions and help you understand and
communicate the key differences between true christianity and
other belief systems

Immortal at the Edge of the World
2020-01-07
against the rising horde of the underworld the gods have one
weapon vee shankar special agent supernatural csi beneath new
york s cosmopolitan veneer lies a darker truth a concrete jungle of
the supernatural kind but humanity is protected their souls
guarded by ancient and powerful gods things can change in the
blink of an eye now vee knows who and what she it and is coming
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to terms with her magical powers not to mention the fact that she
has wings but the more things change the more they stay the
same in vee s case more mayhem and drama the demon horde is
amassing preparing to invade the mortal world a ghost is haunting
vee is it her imagination or is her grandmother trying to tell her
something syama and akil have been missing for weeks and vee s
dad is suffering from ptsd and someone is trying to kill vee when a
new case falls in vee s lap her power to read aural patterns only
makes it clearer that someone wants her dead and what she sees
in the shadows watching lurking threatening strikes fear in her
heart vee must unravel all the threads before she finds herself
very very dead

House of Diviners 18??
reprint of the original first published in 1876

The Kingdom of the Cults Handbook
2024-03-13
a clear and comprehensive appraisal of the main aspects of the
teaching of the new testament and the jehovah s witnesses
teachings concentrating on the doctrines of all main topics of
christianity and jesus christ as the exclusive means of salvation to
eternal life it is a normative importance that will help you unmask
the wrong teachings of the jehovah s witnesses concerning eternal
salvation and detect all subsequent teachings of other sects and
cults this edition introduces the reader s to the latest finds and
developments in the new testament doctrines and the teachings of
the jehovah s witnesses it also exposes you to a concise analysis
of worldview of comparative doctrines of 6 main religions of the
world to finally conclude the book with a recapitulation of its
contents switzer d holly as a pastor a world language teacher of
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both french and spanish and a theologian combines his great
talents using numerous quotes from the primary sources that
focus on the teaching of the bible especially the new testament
regarding god s salvation plan for humankind and their conversion
to jesus christ in order to join his body the church it also focuses
on fully analyzing the wrong teachings of the jehovah s witnesses
regarding god s salvation plan for humankind concerning eternal
life with god in heaven including a chart of world s view of six
greatest religions of the world of god man bible salvation and
eternity holycornerstone org

Gods Ascendent 1865
a reference to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

I Chronicles. II Chronicles. Ezra.
Nehemiah. Esther 2022-11-08
what do you believe about souls there are many very different
doctrines taught in the world today concerning souls that are
believed to be in all humans by most a soul is believed to be
something that is wholly apart from the person a soul is in that a
soul is something that is that is believed to be complete in its self
without the person it will live after the person it is in is dead it is
believed that a soul will exist forever without the person it will
never be dead therefore a soul cannot be resurrected from the
dead it is believed that a soul must live someplace forever and it
will live either in heaven or hell even if there is no resurrection the
doctrine of unconditional immortality of a deathless soul being in a
person and that soul leaving that person at the death of the
person makes it impossible for christ to have give his life to save
that soul from death if a soul had immortality it would already
have life and could never not have life all christ could do is give it
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a reward or punish it

A Cyclopædia of Biblical Literature
2011-08-02
tracking down a demon in the spirit world should be easy said no
one ever but kelsey diviner is dedicated to her training as she
balances her days as a therapist with her evenings as a ghost
whisperer and protector of the supernatural realm however when
she and her uncle come across evidence of a dangerous spell cast
by a dark shaman she must hunt down the wayward magic user
before something even more sinister rises from the pit if it were up
to kelsey she d be clubbing with her friends and getting hands on
with her crush instead she has to buy black market magical gear
at a vampire s house and make sure a clandestine supernatural
police organization doesn t steal her weapons or lock her away
and the ghost of a vengeful shadow witch stalking her is ruining
her social life but there s no time for rest because the order of the
black sun is making gains and threatens every soul on the planet
this task may prove the most difficult for kelsey since those she
thought she could trust are the very people who may be her
downfall

A Cyclopædia of Biblical Literature
2015-09-29
life is the most important possession we have without it there is
nothing only by the resurrection at the second coming of christ will
anyone have life after death after the resurrection the fate of
those who are in christ 1 eternal life romans 6 23 2 shall inherit
eternal life matthew 19 29 3 after the judgment they shall go away
into eternal life matthew 25 46 4 will have eternal life john 3 5 5
christ will raise them up on the last day john 6 40 6 will be
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immortal after the resurrection 1 corinthians 15 5156 7 will have
incorruption 1 corinthians 15 42 8 will have glory 1 corinthians 15
43 9 will be like christ we shall be like him for we shall see him
even as he is 1 john 3 2 10 are heirs according to the hope of
eternal life titus 3 7 11 will have a spiritual body 1 corinthians 15
44 12 and as we have borne the image of the earthly the earthly
flesh and blood body of adam was made to live on this earth but it
cannot inherit the kingdom of god 1 corinthians 15 50 we shall
also bear the image of the heavenly shall be like the spiritual body
of christ for life in heaven 1 corinthians 15 4756 13 will never
perish john 10 28 14 forever with the lord 1 thessalonians 4 17 15
many mansions in my father s house in my father s house who is
in heaven matthew 5 16 5 45 5 48 6 1 6 9 7 21 10 3233 are many
mansions i go to prepare a place for you

New Testament Teaching Vs. the
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ Teachings
2018-07-02
newly updated this definitive reference work on major cult
systems is the gold standard text on cults with nearly a million
copies sold

Mormon Handbook 2011-04-14
prayer is power serves as your guide in understanding the word of
god and how to use the passages from the bible which are
essential in delivering powerful prayers it provides instructions on
how to effectively communicate and build a one on one
relationship with god and how simple prayers can release god s
supernatural powers to solve problems that are beyond human
ability this book has sample prayers which you can use to unlock
god s power it also guides you on how to come under his authority
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to gain the power you need to heal the sick cast out evil spirits and
to perform wonders it guides you on how to deliver prayers more
effectively and to rely on the holy spirit as your guide and allow
him to intercede on your behalf for god loves you and wants to
answer your prayers patricia zimmermann mba author suffered a
great deal in the loss of her one and only child in a car accident for
twenty years she was unable to talk about her loss until she found
comfort in god s presence it wasn t until she accepted jesus christ
in her heart and became filled with the holy ghost that she began
to receive healing from him jesus began to heal the deep seated
wound in her heart so she can begin to live again the word of god
gave her the full assurance that her daughter is safe with jesus up
in heaven but most of all she learned that prayer has the power to
heal

Life in Christ 1863
buffy thought she d finished the master when she dusted him but
in sunnydale things have a way of coming back the master may be
dead but he is not forgotten one of the vampire lord s devotees
sets out to alter the past so that he can resurrect the master
without buffy s meddling when he conjures up a portal to transport
his minions through time the vampires are poised to murder the
most powerful slayers in history it is up to the scoobies to stop the
master s followers before they break the chain of slayers giles
xander willow and buffy pursue the vamps back in time through
the portal to save the slayers of the past they must track the
bloodsuckers from the french revolution to the american civil war
without getting detected or worse but you can t change the past
without changing the present
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Order of the Black Sun 2003-10
the mystery deepens in the heart of the authoritarian country of
wivvol astronaut xto djbbit is about to embark on his first mission
off planet when the exiled high hat of chnta comes to him with an
unusual request help smuggle a septal artifact out of wivvol it s an
impossible favor to ask of xto yet impossible to refuse the high hat
of chnta is also his uncle awaiting for xto in space is his estranged
father who has his own impossible favors and a mysterious
anomaly whose secrets xto is uniquely positioned to unlock on lys
the space station for the super wealthy former septal other dorn
jimbal struggles to understand what professor orno linus learned
before his untimely murder did orno truly figure out how to stop
the outcast to get to the heart of linus s research dorn is going to
have to work with the one person they absolutely cannot trust
viselle daska in the ocean in the sky the third book of tandemstar
the outcast cycle xto and dorn will both make discoveries that
change the course of all life on the planet both will wish they hadn
t

A Resurrection to Immortality 2008-12
castles and courts kings and queens peasants swordsmen and the
occasional airship welcome to the middle kingdoms the most
peculiar place on dib where the royalty all look like one another
and also like the five founding gods of creation nine feudal
theocracies that haven t embraced new technology in three
thousand years the middle kingdoms is a land that never changes
surrounded by a world that changes constantly a death in the
family battine alconnot made a promise to return to castle totus
for the feast of nita she d very much like to break that promise
except that it was made on her mother s deathbed to her sister
porra disappointing porra alcon wouldn t be wise under any
circumstance but it s doubly so given she s also queen porra wife
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to king ho kenson sovereign of totus kingdom batt hasn t felt
genuinely welcome in court or among her own family since she
was a child because battine is a rare descendant of royalty who
doesn t look like it the gods chose not to smile upon her
genetically she s an unblessed an outcast still she goes and when
a member of the royal family is murdered in the castle she s the
first person accused of course battine teams up with the other
most likely suspect an outsider named damid magly who knows
more than he s telling to find the real killer what they find instead
is far more serious there are secrets buried deep beneath the
kingdoms secrets that could destroy the royal families and secrets
that could alter the future of the entire planet the man in the sky
meanwhile in velon detective makk stidgeon is dealing with the
fallout from the orno linus murder case the county attorney wants
makk to find more evidence while orno s brother calcut mostly just
wants makk dead his ex partner viselle daska remains missing as
does her father ba ugna kev both are wanted for murder makk is
also sitting on two things orno linus risked his life to steal from the
house vaults they re important but he has no idea why now comes
an odd proposal ba ugna kev wants to turn himself in but he has
conditions he wants to surrender to makk personally he wants the
veeser elicasta sangristy to be there as well and he expects them
to come alone kev can tie everything together orno s murder the
stolen artifacts and what his daughter has to do with all of it but
he s also tried to kill makk and elicasta once already and to
retrieve him they ll have to go to the one place where they re
guaranteed to have nobody watching their backs the space station
lys the madness of kings is the thrilling second book in tandemstar
the outcast cycle

The Testimony of the Heathen to the
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Truths of Holy Writ 1986
annie collins is back becoming an overnight celebrity at age
sixteen should have been a lot more fun yes there were times
when it was extremely cool but when the newness of it all wore off
annie collins was left with a permanent security detail and the kind
of constant scrutiny that makes the college experience especially
awkward not helping matters she s the only kid in school with her
own pet spaceship she would love it if things found some kind of
normal but as long as she has control of the most lethal and only
interstellar vehicle in existence that isn t going to happen worse
things appear to be going in the other direction instead of
everyone getting used to the idea of the ship the complaints are
getting louder public opinion is turning and the demands that
annie turn over the ship are becoming more frequent it doesn t
help that everyone seems to think annie is giving them nightmares
nightmares aren t the only weird things going on lately a
government telescope in california has been abandoned and
nobody seems to know why the man called on to investigate edgar
somerville has become the go to guy whenever there s something
odd going on which has been pretty common lately so far nothing
has panned out no aliens or zombies or anything else that might
be deemed legitimately peculiar but now may be different and not
just because ed can t find an easy explanation this isn t the only
telescope where people have gone missing and the clues left
behind lead back to annie it all adds up to a new threat that the
world may just need saving from requiring the help of all the
sorrow falls survivors the question is are they saving the world
with annie collins or are they saving it from her the frequency of
aliens is the exciting sequel to the spaceship next door
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